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Fe a t u r e s

A late afternoon
view of
Piotrkowska
Street in 
downtown Lodz,
Poland. 
— AFP photos 

A view of a new
tram station
known as The
Unicorn Stable. 

Under a massive glass roof, the ultramod-
ern new train station in Lodz, a central
city in Poland, already appears ready to

welcome visitors for a 2022 international expo
that the former textile capital dreams of hosting.
The station will form the new heart of the rapid-
ly changing city, which gradually lost its luster
after years of grandeur at the end of the 19th-
century. Lodz hit hard times after communism
fell and dozens of fabric factories closed. 

By the early 1990s, more than 20
percent of the population was unem-
ployed and the city began to empty.
Last year there were 696,000 residents,
down from 854,000 in 1988. Now Lodz
wants to renew itself. It selected “City
Re:Invented” as its theme for the
Specialised Expo 2022/23, which is like
a smaller World Expo that showcases a
precise challenge facing humanity.  “At
the Expo, we want to talk about how
you can breathe new life into post-
industrial cities. It’s a problem that
affects many countries around the
world,” Lodz mayor Hanna Zdanowska said. 

To make its dream come true, Lodz still has
to beat Buenos Aires and Minneapolis.
Delegates from the Bureau International des
Expositions (BIE) will choose the winner in
Paris on November 15. To breathe life back into
its city centre, Lodz is thinking big. A total of
300 hectares will be revitalized, including

buildings, streets and parks. “It’s rare to be able
to build a city from scratch. We have that
chance,” Zdanowska said. Everything has been
rethought: new uses have been cooked up for
industrial public buildings. Beautiful apartment
blocks, villas and palaces are to be renovated.
New roads are to be built. All for a sum of 20
billion zloty (4.7 billion euros, $5.5 billion),
according to Zdanowska. 

‘The Promised Land’ 
The history of Lodz could give a person ver-

tigo. In 1820, the city numbered only 800 peo-
ple. A century and an industrial revolution later,
there were 500,000 people living in the city
nicknamed the Polish Manchester. At the time,
Lodz was home to Poles, Jews and Germans
and was ranked number two in the world in

terms of growth rate. Chicago was number one.
The ruthless capitalism of those years was
depicted in “The Promised Land”, a 1899 novel
set in Lodz written by Nobel Prize-winner
Wladyslaw Reymont. A screen version was lat-
er directed by Andrzej Wajda, one of a number
of leading figures in the film world to study at
Lodz’s well-known cinema school. To this day
around 140 large red-brick factories from the

19th-century form part of the land-
scape of downtown Lodz. Most have
lain abandoned for years, though a few
have been turned into malls, art centers
or loft apartments. The former power
station EC1, for example, is now the
largest arts and science centre in
Poland. 

Believing in their city again 
Lodz is also known for its art,

attracting visitors to its design and
photography festivals. “It was a work-
ing-class town and not bourgeois, with
all its cultural baggage, which paradox-

ically is a good thing because you could do
more things that are impossible elsewhere-and
still can,” said Michal Piernikowski, who heads
the Lodz Design Festival. “The level of mad-
ness-and I mean that in a positive sense-of the
city and its residents is greater than anywhere
else,” he said. Piernikowski is also active at The
Art Factory, a former textile factory that with

the city’s help now offers co-working space,
exhibitions, concerts and support for creative
entrepreneurs. Its red brick walls have been
renovated with care, without changing the
post-industrial essence of the space. Even the
19th-century wooden warehouse floors have
been maintained. Whatever comes of the Expo
2022 decision, Lodz already feels like a winner.
Investors have noticed the changes and are
once again setting up factories in the city. 

Today Lodz is one of Europe’s household
appliance manufacturing hubs, as well as a
popular spot for bank headquarters and service
centers. “The greatest success of this revitaliza-
tion project is that the residents themselves
have begun to believe in their city, which didn’t
use to be the case,” said Marcin Obijalski,
director of the revitalization division of the
mayor’s office. “Until now Lodz was considered
a grey city by residents and out-of-towners
alike. That’s no longer the case.” — AFP

A changing Polish city dreams of

Expo 2022
People are seen sitting inside The Art Factory. The former textile factory now offers co-working space,
exhibitions, concerts and support for creative entrepreneurs. 

The history 
of Lodz 

could give a 
person vertigo 

A tourist standing in front of a building decorated
with a mirror mosaic by artist Joanna Rajkowska.  

Indonesian museum 

removes Nazi exhibit 

after global outrage

JAKARTA: An Indonesian museum that allowed visi-
tors to take selfies with a life-size wax sculpture of
Hitler against a backdrop of Auschwitz concentration
camp has removed the exhibit following international
outrage, the manager said yesterday. De ARCA
Statue Art Museum in the Javanese city of Jogjakarta
drew swift condemnation from rights groups after
details of the controversial display were published in
foreign media.

The exhibit features a sure-footed Hitler standing in
front of a huge photo of the gates of Auschwitz-the
largest Nazi concentration camp where more than 1.1
million people were killed. The museum’s operations
manager, Jamie Misbah, said the wax sculpture had
been removed after the building was alerted to criti-
cism from prominent Jewish human rights organization
the Simon Wiesenthal Center.

“We don’t want to attract outrage,” Misbah told
said. “Our purpose to display the Hitler figure in the
museum is to educate.” The Hitler sculpture is one of
about 80 figures, including world leaders and celebri-
ties, at the wax and visual effects centre. The Nazi-
themed exhibit was a popular attraction for visitors to
take selfies, and photos circulating on social media
show customers-including children-posing with Hitler
and in some cases using the Nazi salute.

Misbah said he thought it was “normal’ for visitors
to take photos in front of displays, but said the museum
respected the exhibit had upset people from around
the world. Historians have blamed poor schooling for
the lack of awareness and sensitivity about the
Holocaust in Indonesia, which is home to the world’s
biggest Muslim population and a small number of Jews.
In January, a controversial Nazi-themed cafe in the
western Javanese city of Bandung closed. The venue,
which featured swastika-bearing walls and photos of
Hitler, sparked global uproar when reports about the
unusual venue surfaced several years ago. — AFP 

This photograph taken on November 10, 2017 shows an
Indonesian woman take a selfie with a life-size wax sculp-
ture of Adolf Hitler at a museum in Yogyakarta. — AFP 

Abit bruised but still standing, old
Orthodox churches can be found
around Bucharest, having escaped

the frenzied demolition of the Romanian
capital in the 1980s ordered by ex-commu-
nist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu. At least 10
jewels of Romania’s religious heritage from
the 16th to 19th centuries survived due to an
engineering tour de force: they were moved
and hidden away. 

Engineer Eugeniu Iordachescu was head
of an institute at the time that was confront-
ed with the architectural whims of
Ceausescu and his wife Elena. The couple
had been impressed with Pyongyang, the
North Korean capital, and got the idea to
bulldoze the historic centre of Bucharest to
make way for a government district domi-
nated by a gigantic “House of the People”.
The demolitions had already started when
Ceausescu inquired about the width of
Bucharest’s main Kiseleff road.

“Someone said 50 meters, another 70
meters. Then Ceausescu said, ‘Make the
boulevard 90 meters wide’. That had major
implications. You had to destroy 20 meters
more on each side,” recalled Iordachescu,
now 88 years old. When the engineer went
out to evaluate the impact of the destruc-
tion, he was enchanted by a small Orthodox
church, Schitul Maicilor (meaning the Nuns’
Convent), built in 1725.

“A jewel that had to be saved no matter
the cost,” he said. “After months of wracking
my brains, God enlightened me.” Inspired by
“the waiter who carries glasses on a tray
without spilling a drop”, he said he imagined

a “concrete tray” built under the church.
Detached from its foundations, the church
was lifted and placed on rails and moved to
a new location with the help of hydraulic
jacks and winches.

Schitul Maicilor, with its beautiful exteri-
or paintings, was the first church saved in
June 1982, moved 245 meters. It was tucked
away behind a massive building that today
houses the state’s intelligence service. “The
sight of a church bothered Ceausescu. It
didn’t matter if they demolished or moved it,
as long as it was no longer in sight,” accord-
ing to the capital’s former chief architect

Alexandru Budisteanu. “Relics that were
seen (by the Communists) as forming part of
an outmoded city model were to be
removed.... Some churches were kept but
banished to the backyards, possibly to avoid
provoking the religious population,” accord-
ing to the recently published “Mobile
Churches”, a book of photographs by Anton
Roland Laub, a Romanian photographer.

Nine more churches, including seven in
Bucharest, were saved thanks to the “con-
crete tray” method and then concealed
behind the new huge communist buildings.
Among them was the Mihai-Voda church,

built in 1594 by Prince Michael the Brave,
which endured the longest trip, moved some
289 meters. Lordachescu says his proudest
feat was the moving of the Orthodox syn-
odal palace, a 9,000-tonne building, includ-
ing the basement, in 1985.

A ‘priceless’ effort 
While some churches were saved, many

more were lost. Bulldozers knocked down 22
churches between 1977 and 1987, making
way for Ceausescu’s grandiose plans for
Bucharest, which ultimately demolished a
fifth of the capital, the legacy of the dictator
executed in 1989 after the overthrow of
communism.

“When are you going to move that
church?” Iordachescu recalled Ceausescu
would say during his weekly visits to the
construction sites. A simple wave of his
hand could lead to the demolition of a
building or an entire road. “The Orthodox
Church managed to save what it could. A
more radical attitude, an open conflict with
the communist regime, would not have
accomplished more,” the spokesman for the
patriarchate, Vasile Banescu, told AFP. But
paradoxically, Ceausescu, who advocated
atheism, paid for moving the churches,
which Banescu attributed to his “peasant
origin which preserved a certain respect for
religion”. A campaign led by Western media
to save Romania’s heritage also helped,
Iordachescu added. And how much did that
rescue effort cost? “A building erected 400
or 500 years ago is priceless,” the engineer
simply responded. — AFP 

Orthodox church Sfantul Ioan Nou (Saint John the New), one of the moved churches, is pictured in
Bucharest. — AFP photos 

Orthodox church Mihai-Voda, built in 1594 by Prince Michael the Brave, which was moved some 289
meters, is pictured in Bucharest.

How churches were lifted to
safety in communist Bucharest


